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Abstract
We address the problem of calibrating the colors of a mul-

tiple projector tiled display. Differences in the characteristics of
the projectors lead to varying color and intensity among the tiles
of the display. These differences do generally not only arise be-
tween two different projectors, but also between different spatial
locations on the projected surface of one single projector. In this
paper, we present two algorithms for calibrating the colors of a
tiled display. The first method is an automatic procedure to make
the luminance uniform over the projected surface of one single
beamer, using a common digital camera as a luminance measur-
ing device. The second method aims at uniformizing the colors of
multiple projectors by computing the set of color commonly dis-
playable by all the beamers (the common gamut). We show how
to find an optimal color gamut displayable by all the projectors
in linear time, and derive the color conversion from one color
gamut to the common gamut. We successfully tested the method
on a tiled display made of 48 projectors with large chrominance
shifts.

Introduction
Large multi-projectors displays have gained considerable

importance in the last decades as scalable, inexpensive and high-
precision visualization systems. Their extremely high resolution
makes them particulary attractive for collaborative work, indus-
trial design or edutainement.

Figure 1. High resolution stereoscopic tiled display with 48 beamers (cour-

tesy of Fraunhofer IGD).

However, achieving the illusion of one large seamless dis-
play relies on a precise calibration of the system, which aims to
solve three specific problems[7]: the variation of the geometric
properties of the individual display units, theintraprojector color
variation (color variation within a single projector) and theinter-

projector color variation(color variation across different projec-
tors).

Even if satisfying solutions have been proposed for the geo-
metric calibration problem [2, 10, 11, 9], thecolor calibrationof
a tiled display remains an open issue.

In the past decade, the color calibration problem has been
partially addressed using different approaches. TheGamut match-
ing approach [12, 13, 5] assumes that the intra-projector vari-
ations can be neglected, and the color gamut of each projector
(i. e. the set of colors the projector can display) is measured. A
common gamut is then computed and a conversion from a spe-
cific gamut to the common gamut is done using linear transfor-
mations. The main limitations of this approach is the case of
strong intra-projector variations, and the high time consumption.
The Intensity manipulationapproach [6, 9, 7, 8] assumes that the
chromatic properties of the projectors are uniform across the dis-
play. In this special case, the color variations are only due to
varying intensities of the different color channels. The display’s
intensity response function is first modelled and measured, and
the input image is corrected using the inverse model to compen-
sate the photometric variations. However, this approach excludes
using different models of projectors in the same setup.

In this paper we present a new method to calibrate a tiled
display. This method mixes the advantages of the gamut match-
ing and intensity manipulating approaches in a two-step process.
With the tenable assumption that the chromatic properties of each
channel of a single projector is spatially invariant, we developed
an iterative algorithm for intensity compensation of one single
projector. We then derive fast algorithm for finding a common
gamut betweenn projectors in timeO(n). The main contribu-
tion of this paper is the generality of the calibration method. Our
fast gamut matching algorithm allows for tiled displays with large
chrominance shifts (withe. g.projectors from different vendors),
and our iterative shading correction does not make the assumption
of a spatially invariant intensity transfer function for each projec-
tor.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first
discuss the intra-projector calibration problem and present our it-
erative algorithm to address the photometric variation inside one
projector. The inter-projector calibration is then addressed, along
with our novel gamut matching algorithm. We then present our
results and conclusions.

Intra-projector calibration
Single projectors generally present intensity or chrominance

variations, leading to the characteristic color blotches of an uncal-
ibrated projector(see Figure 4, top).

Actually, the chromatic properties of a single projector are
generally spatially invariant. Majumder and Stevens showed that



Figure 2. Location of the 825 shading points over the projected surface

(one beamer)

the spatial variations in intensity within a single projector is much
more significant than the spatial variation in chrominance [7]. We
can therefore balance only the intensity variations for each chan-
nel.

The main idea of the method is to modify the intensity of
the input pixels to compensate the original intensity differences.
Known methods for intensity manipulation [7, 9, 6] define a para-
meterized model of the intensity variation, measure sample points
of this model and apply the inverse of the model for correction.
The disadvantage of model-based solutions is that they rely on
simplifying assumptions to reduce the complexity of the model.
For example, they often stipulate that the normalized intensity
transfer function of a projector does not vary spatially.

To reduce the number of assumptions, we opted for an itera-
tive loopback call method with progressive input manipulation.

Shading table
In order to manipulate input values, we use input correction

tables orshading tables. A shading table is a set ofshading points,
each having a specific position on the displayed image (generally
disposed as a grid, see Figure 2). At these specific positions, the
input intensity can be modified. Between the points, the modifi-
cation is interpolated from the neighbor points.

Figure 2 shows the location of 825 shading points over the
projected surface of one beamer, and figure 3 shows a possible
correction for a single shading point, with a 10-bits input range
(0 to 1023). The original behavior for this point is the plain line
of equationxnew= x. Each shading point has a number oflevels
that can be modified. The levels define which input value can be
corrected and their values (positive or negative) the absolute cor-
rection. Between the levels, the correction is linearly interpolated.
The final behavior of the point is represented by the dashed line.

We compute the intensity correction on a per-channel ba-
sis. For a single projector, one shading table per color channel is
needed. The advantage of using shading tables is that the number
of points and the number of level is modifiable. In our setup we
used a grid of 33 by 24 points and 3 levels. Moreover, this model
can be used for correction without any knowledge of the intensity
transfer function of the projector. In some models of program-
mable projectors, such shading table already exist as functional-

Figure 3. Shading correction for a single shading point

ity and can be easily read/written through a specific interface. If
not, the shading tables must be applied earlier in the graphical
pipe-line by modifying directly the input values.

Automatic shading correction
We now want to find the best correction value for each level

of each point to achieve color uniformity for a projector. To this
aim, we use the digital camera as a luminance measuring device.
Because we use a camera with adjustable exposure time, we aug-
ment the dynamic range of the camera by taking the measure-
ments in High Dynamic Range (HDR) images [3]. This allow us
to recover the non-linearity of the camera for each color channel
and to automatically adapt the camera’s exposure time to the mea-
sured intensity. A preliminary geometric registration is performed
using a homographic transformation of the camera image.

We experienced that the luminance of a projector continu-
ously displaying the same picture is not constant in time as ex-
pected from an ideal projector. Instead, the luminance wavers
from a maximum value to a minimum value with an unpredictable
but relatively constant frequency. To work around this problem,
we developed a method based on instant comparison between
points at different spatial locations. To this aim, we define a set
of points with similar measured luminance astarget points, and
measured the luminance of the other shading points relatively to
the target points.

Considering just one shading level, each shading pointPi has
a signed correction valuevi (the correction applied to the input for
this point) and a signed step sizesi (positive when increasing the
input value, negative when decreasing the input value).

For each color channel of the projector and each level defined
above, we apply following algorithm:

1. Initialization: For all shading points, set the correction value
vi = 0. Measure the luminance for each point. Take a set of
5% from the points with median luminance and mark them
as target points. Choose an initial positive step sizesinit for
input correction. For all points that are darker than the target
points, setsi = sinit as individual step size. For all points
brighter than the target points, setsi = −sinit as individual
step size.



Figure 4. A projector before (top) and after (bottom) intra-projector correc-

tion.

2. For all points, applyvi = vi +si
3. Measure the luminance for each point
4. For each point, ifsi > 0 and the point is brighter than all the

target points, dividesi by 2 and inverse its sign. Ifsi < 0 and
the point is darker than all the target points, dividesi by 2
and inverse its sign. If the luminance of the point is between
the darkest and the brightest target point, setsi = 0

5. Repeat steps 2. through 4. until all the points havesi = 0.

This iterative algorithm can be run in parallel for all simul-
taneously visible projectors. In our setup, the number of pictures
needed for the calibration of one projector was about 100. Figure
4 shows the result of the intra-projector calibration of one projec-
tor. The color blotches have noticeably disappeared.

Inter-projector calibration
We now dispose of calibrated individual projectors, each of

them displaying uniform colors. Because the projectors can be
from different type and models, the chromaticity of their indi-
vidual primary colors are generally not the same. A chromatic
compensation is therefore needed to match the colors of different
projectors.

Existing solutions [12, 5] mention the fact that a common
gamut for all the projectors has to be found, but a lot of them do
not solve the crucial question of how tho find the optimal gamut.
Known explicit methods [1, 13] have the disadvantage of having
a high complexity, preventing their use for large system with over
40 projectors.

We therefore developed a method to find the common gamut
betweenn projectors in timeO(n). In this section, we derive the
corresponding algorithm.

Color gamut of individual projectors
In additive displays such as LCD projectors, the color of a

pixel is the combination of a 3 independent channels. Thus, the
color produced by an input value(r,g,b) is given by following
matrix equation
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where(XR,YR,ZR), (XG,YG,ZG) and(XB,YB,ZB) are the normal-
ized coordinates of the display’s primaries red, green and blue
(CIE XYZnormalization).

However, the color equation 1 is valid only if the display’s
black has a zero brightness. This is usually not the case, espe-
cially for LCD projectors where black is obtained by blocking
the light by a non opaque LCD panel. Therefore, the coordinates
(XK ,YK ,ZK) of the black level of the display have to be integrated
into the color equation 1, leading to the more general following
equation:
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whereM is the color matrix of equation 1.
Equation 2 is actually correct for a linear (i. e. gamma-

corrected) display. However, the gamma correction leaves the
color gamut globally invariant. Gamma correction is therefore
not relevant for finding a common gamut.

With a hand-held color measuring device, we can measure
the individual gamut of every projector, that is, find the coordi-
nates(XR,YR,ZR), (XG,YG,ZG), (XB,YB,ZB) , and (XK ,YK ,ZK)
for each projector. To this aim, the three primaries as well as a
black image are measured in the middle of the tile with a col-
orimeter.

Displayability test
In this section, we use the notation of the CIE’sYxycolor

space, which has the advantage of clearly separating the lumi-
nanceY from the chrominance values(x,y). Having a color with
chromatic coordinatesx,y, we derive a method to find out if this
color is displayable by a given display with known (measured)
gamut, and if so, for which values of the luminance. Let callλ
the luminance of the color.λ is a real positive value, and we
want to find the range of possible values forλ such that the Yxy-
color (λ ,x,y) is displayable. The one-to-one conversion between
the CIE’sYxyandXYZcolor spaces give for the same color the
XYZ-coordinates(λ x

y ,λ ,λ 1−x−y
y ). Using the inverse of the color

equation 2, we find for this color the following(r,g,b) values:
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Now if the color is displayable,r, g andb must lie between0
and1. These 6 constraint generates 6 half-spaces for the possible
values ofλ . If the common intersection of these half-spaces is not
null, then the chromaticity(x,y) is displayable and the possible
range for the luminance is this intersection.
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Figure 5. Extreme chromaticity points in the gamut intersection. The red

distance to maximize is given as an example.

Havingn displays, a similar test can be run to establish if a
given chromaticity pair(x,y) is displayable byall then displays.
The number of constraints forλ is 6n, the whole test is computed
in time O(n).

Finding the optimal common gamut
The color gamut of an additive display forms a paral-

lelepiped in the CIEXYZ color space. Thus, the intersection of
a numbern of color spaces can be seen geometrically as a paral-
lelepiped intersection problem. The classical geometric solutions
are time-consuming (the common gamut is found in timeO(n3)),
and does not take the difference between contrast and chromatic-
ity into account. We developed a method for finding an optimal
gamut by searching for the highest contrast and the biggest chro-
matic range separately.

To this aim, our method explicitely seeks colors that aredis-
playable by allthe projectors, and with extreme properties. In the
luminance range, we will simply seek the darkest and brightest
commonly displayable color, and call themKe (extreme black)
andWe (extreme white). For the chrominance, the idea is to find
the farthest colors in the red, green and blue directions. To this
aim, we define reference lines in the CIE-xy diagram and mea-
sure distances relative to these lines. In practice, we measured
the distance to the lines with following equations:(x = 0) when
seeking for the maximal red (Re), (y = 0) for the maximal green
(Ge) and(y = 1) for the maximal blue (Be). Other line equations
could be chosen, but these already give acceptable results. Figure
5 shows the considered extrema and distances.

To find these extreme colors, we apply following steps:

1. Initialization: using the displayability test, find one com-
monly displayable colorC and setKe = We = Re = Ge =
Be = C.

2. Plot a grid of regularly spaced points over the half CIExy
plane (a spacing of 0.1 units is a good start).

3. For each point, perform a displayability test for then
gamuts. If the color is commonly displayable, compare the
minimal luminance value with the luminance ofKe and up-

dateKe (chrominanceand luminance) if the new luminance
is smaller. Similarly, updateWe if the new maximal lumi-
nance is greater,Re, Ge andBe if the new red-, green-, or
blue-distance is greater.

4. Divide the spacing by two and plot a5×5 grid around the
chrominance values ofKe, We, Re, Ge andBe.

5. Repeat steps 3. and 4. until a satisfying precision is attained
(10−4 is a good precision for chromaticity values).

The number of global displayability tests needed to termi-
nate depends only on the desired precision and the starting step.
We used a starting step of0.1 in the xy plane and a precision
of 10−4, which gives about 1300 global displayability test. One
global displayability test has a computation time linear ton.

Constructing the common gamut
Now that we have found the colorsKe, We, Re, Ge andBe,

we construct a common gamut based on their coordinates. We
first construct a common color matrix̃Mc as follows:

M̃c = (4)




XRe−XKe XGe−XKe XBe−XKe XKe

YRe−YKe YGe−YKe YBe−YKe YKe

ZRe−ZKe ZGe−ZKe ZBe−ZKe ZKe

0 0 0 1




This matrix correctly transforms the RGB colors(0,0,0),
(1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,1) to Ke, Re, Ge andBe. But as no
constraint on the color white has been used, it is not guaranteed
that the RGB white transforms toWe. We therefore run a white
test, by computing the RGB color(rw,gw,bw) corresponding to
We:

(rw,gw,bw)> = M̃c
−1

We. (5)

If an element of the vector(rw,gw,bw) is greater than 1, shrink
it to 1. The matrixM̃ has then to be scaled with these values to
obtain the final color matrix of the common gamut:

Mc =




rW
gW

bW
1


M̃c (6)

This last scaling step reduces the luminance of the gamut’s
primaries (without changing their chrominance), but ensures that
the white color will be displayable. We thus constructed a com-
mon gamut with optimized contrast and best color range.

Input correction
Now that have found the common gamut defined by a matrix

Mc, we are able to apply the correction to the input data.
The main idea is that having a picture, we consider it as taken

by a virtual camera with transformation matrixMc. Thus, the
picture is made of colors that are displayable by all the projectors.

For a specific projectorPp, with an individual gamut defined
by a matrixM p, and for a colorC in the RGB space from the
input image, we find the modified input colorCp with following
equation:



Cp = h−1
p (Cp,l ) = h−1

p (M pM−1
c g(C)) (7)

whereg is the intensity transfer function of the image (or by de-
fault an arbitrary one), andhp is the intensity transfer function
of the projectorPp. hp is easily measured once for all by using
the calibrated camera as a luminance measuring device for an in-
creasing range of input values and storing the result in a lookup
table.

We correct the entire picture by applying the transformation
of equation (7) to all the pixels of the image.

Results
Wall calibration

The proposed method has been tested on theHEyeWallof
the Fraunhofer IGD of Darmstadt, Germany (see Figure 1). This
multi-projector tiled display is a system with 48 LCD projectors
from the same model (Christie LX-41). The projection system
is stereo-capable, with a stereo separation based on Infitec filters
[4]. The Infitec technology uses spectral interference filters to
select three narrow wavelength bands out of the visible spectrum.
The three bands are different for each eye. It has the advantage of
a very good image separation but induces visible color differences
between left and right eye.

Figure 6 shows the different calibration steps. The leftmost
image is a mid-grey uniform image without calibration. The
intra-projector correction (middle image) uniformizes the individ-
ual tiles, but large chromatic shifts are still visible. The inter-
projection calibration reduces these shifts.

Figure 7 shows the example of a street scene before and after
correction.

Measured performance
We measured the gamuts of two projectors with different

Infitec filters with a Minolta Chromameter CS-100. With our
method, we found the common gamut and applied the correction
to the projectors. Figure 8 shows photographs of the projectors
before and after correction for the red color. Figure 9 plots the
measured primaries and gamuts of the two projectors - before and
after correction - on a CIExydiagram.

The collected results show that our approach can achieve a
good color balance with a mean error of less than 1% variance
between the projectors.

Conclusion and future work
We presented a 2-step method for calibrating a tiled display.

After having calibrated the camera to serve as a luminance mea-
suring device, we used the advantages of input manipulation for a
fast intra-projector calibration and derived an interative algorithm
that use the camera in a loopback call to verify the uniformity of
the displayed colors. The inter-projector calibration uses a novel
approach to gamut matching whith the advantage of fast compu-
tation of the common gamut.

The individual parts of this calibration methods can be fur-
ther adapted and enhanced. For example, the presented method
does not allow for the correction of chrominance shifts inside one
single projector due to real differences of the chromatic properties
between two spatial locations. For projectors having this partic-
ularity, only a intra-projector gamut matching could uniformize

Figure 8. Two projectors before (top) and after (bottom) correction.
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Figure 9. Common gamut and verification for two test projectors

the colors. We could therefore adapt the gamut matching algo-
rithm to a new kind of shading table, thus enabling chrominance
modifications inside one projector.

Moreover, our current calibration method is not fully auto-
matic, because the measurements of the chromatic differences are
made with a colorimeter that must be pointed to the measured
object. We are working on a solution using a digital camera to
measure not only luminance but also chrominance of the color. In
this case, the complete calibration will be done automatically.
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Figure 6. A subpart of the wall with nine projectors before any calibration (left), after intra-projector calibration (middle), and after inter-projector calibration

(right).

Figure 7. Example of corrected image: before correction (left), after intra-projector and inter-projector calibration (right).
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